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When You Hean That
now this: at any given moment, in some club so
cool that the likes of you would never make it past
the velvet rope, there is a hot DJ earning his 15-

plus minutes. For DJ Cassidy, that moment is right now.
The low-key 23-year-old NYU grad is currently one of the
most in-demand turntable titans around.

Cassidy Podell, who honed his turntable chops in
high school, has helmed the wheels of steel at many A-
List events, including the birthday patly Jay-Z hosted for
Beyonc6 in N\ supermodel Naomi Campbell's St. Tropez
born-day bash and Baby Phat runway shows, as well as
a slew of industry gatherings for clients like Sean Jean,
Bad Boy Entertainment, Rocawear, The Roots, lsland/Def
Jam, Converse, N/TV Britney Spears and OutKast. Cas-
sidy's set at the 2001 nuptials of Jennifer Lopez and Cris
Judd may have lasted longer than the actual marriage.
Coincidentally, the young spinner just DJed a surprise
birthday party tor J. Lo's current husband, Marc Anthony.

So how did a nice Jewish boy from NYC's Upper East
Side, whose parents bought him his tirst DJ kit when he

was 11, get so large so fast? Cassidy credits word of
mouth and "a snowball effect," but he is willing to point out
what he believes sets him apart from the other jocks. "l
think it's your ability to move a crowd, and I mean physical-
ly and emotionally," says Cassidy. "DJing for me is really all
about emotion, and that's energy, eveMhing. I think I bring
an emotion to a pany that kind of makes me distinct."

Didging into the crates and pulling out funky sets that
include healthy helpings of current and old-school hip-hop
as well as classic soul and '80s faves, Cassidy is quick to
cite the legendary DJs who preceeded him as well as
unsung turntable heroes as sources of inspiration, humbly
noting that "You really learn something from any DJ."

Cassidy has been making moves into production with
fellow DJ Dub-1. Still, his heart beats loudest for his main
gig. "When l'm playing for a crowd that is 150 percent into
the music, playing all these classic songs for people and
they're going crazy, it feels great," gushes the ascending
turntable heavyweight. "lt's the reason why I do it."

Just keep on rockin'.-anv r-rruoe ru
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